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TALKING TO YOUR CFO ABOUT CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud-Based Services’ Pay-As-You-Go Model Works In Good Times And Bad
Introduction

Even in a downturn, companies must get real work done. And that means, for example, that information and knowledge management professionals must still roll out collaboration applications, particularly if travel budgets are slashed. But in capital-constrained times, the upfront cost and financial risk of on-premise solutions can prevent many projects from being funded. Fortunately, cloud-based collaboration service providers offer a cash-flow-friendly alternative to on-premise installation for projects including email overhauls, wiki workspaces, and Web conferencing. And cash-flow-friendly is a concept that every chief financial officer (CFO) will understand.

Cloud Computing Offers Three Business Benefits

Cloud Computing Offers Three Business Benefits CFOs will be interested in the pay-as-you-go economics of cloud computing because it keeps cash in the bank longer. Information and knowledge management professionals can take advantage of these same economics. After all, pay-as-you-go Web conferencing, hosted email, and a growing array of collaboration and content services are already available from cloud-based service providers like Cisco, Google, IBM, Microsoft, and a slew of startups and other vendors. (We use “cloud computing” and “cloud-based services” here as catchall phrases that include software-as-a-service applications as well as middleware and hardware services delivered over the Internet.)

The service provider pricing model of cloud computing is particularly valuable when economic uncertainty limits the capital and IT resources available to firms. But the economic drivers of cloud computing and cloud-based services are solid in good times and bad (see Figure 1). You can explain cloud computing and cloud-based services to your CFO by describing them as:

Buying IT capacity and applications as needed from a utility service provider.

The ability to pay as you go from a service provider rather than spending upfront feels natural to a CFO — there’s nothing new about buying services. What’s new is that cloud computing offers a delivery and financing alternative to one of the bastions of corporate capital expenditures: IT.

Projects with the pioneers of cloud computing — like Salesforce.com, Amazon Web Services, Thomson Reuters Messaging, Covisint’s industry collaboration platforms, and hosted email — reveal three business benefits of cloud-based services:

1. **Speed: Accelerate a project rollout.** In one project, a financial services company moved its employee portal to a cloud-based service provider and launched it in 60 days. After 18 months, another firm is still building the employee portal in the corporate data center. The difference? The cloud-based solution started with a prebuilt foundation.

2. **Focus: Outsource non-core competencies to a service provider.** Cloud computing specialists worry about the nuts and bolts so that you don’t have to. Using a cloud-based service provider can free up your IT staff to focus on things that drive the business: customer service applications, not email; Web site service innovation, not just another software upgrade.

3. **Funding: Pay as you go rather than spend upfront.** Instead of paying upfront for hardware, software, and consultants to set up and run your email system, you pay a cloud-based email provider by the user by the month. This lowers the cost of launching new IT projects, which speeds innovation and increases the number of projects that can be funded.

A venture capitalist we know nailed it when he told us, “I don’t invest in servers.” His portfolio companies use a cloud computing service provider like Amazon to deliver their application. As demand ramps up, so does the cost of their service. For this investor, cloud computing means he can get a startup to market in 18 months for $5 million rather than in three years for $15 million.

---

1. Forrester has defined cloud computing as “A form of standardized IT-based capability — such as Internet-based services, software, or IT infrastructure — offered by a service provider that is accessible via Internet protocols from any computer, is always available and scales automatically to adjust to demand, is either pay-per-use or advertising based, has Web- or programmatic-based control interfaces, and enables full customer self-service.” In this report, we cut through the mist to segment the offerings into five cloud services markets. Two of these markets, Web-based services such as Google and software-as-a-service offerings such as salesforce.com, are known markets delivered from the cloud. These combine with three new cloud-infrastructure-as-a-service markets: 1) app-components-as-a-service; 2) software-platform-as-a-service; and 3) virtual-infrastructure-as-a-service. See the August 28, 2008, “Future View: The New Tech Ecosystems Of Cloud, Cloud Services, And Cloud Computing” report.

2. From an information and knowledge manager’s perspective, putting productivity and collaboration software in a cloud-based model has clear benefits — it’s potentially much less expensive, easier to manage a single source of truth, and is available anywhere, at any time. See the March 18, 2008, “Get Ready For Collaboration In The Cloud!” report.

3. Cloud computing is often associated with multitenant architectures, where many customers share a single set of servers and storage. Google Apps and Amazon EC2 work this way today. But single-tenant service providers, such as traditional Exchange outsourcers, also provide pay-as-you-go services and are here treated as cloud computing service providers as well.

4. Apache Web and Linux are mentioned in Figure 1.
A Pay-As-You-Go Model Is Key In Crunch Times

The financial benefit of paying by the month rather than upfront is great when times are good, but especially important during a downturn. And while cloud computing is not yet ready for many enterprise IT needs, cloud-based collaboration services are a viable option for most firms today. And Forrester believes that cloud-based application services will become increasingly important as the providers mature.

To a CFO, IT capacity or an application purchased from a cloud-based service provider is an operating expense (opex) that can be scaled up to meet a rising business need — or turned off when the need evaporates. The same solution hosted in the corporate data center is a sunk cost that includes a capital expenditure (capex) that must be carried on the balance as an asset that loses value as it depreciates.

That difference between capex and opex yields financial benefits that CFOs value (see Figure 2):

- **Better cash flow.** The biggest financial benefit of cloud computing, particularly in these capital-constrained times, is avoiding taking on debt and keeping cash in the company longer. If a project uses a cloud-based service provider, then the CFO avoids writing a big check upfront. Instead, checks are written monthly or quarterly in alignment with the return.

- **Lower financial risk.** A cloud-based solution means that you pay for only what you use, and you can terminate the contract. In contrast, on-premise solutions mean spending money upfront for hardware and software with an uncertain payoff. And that means more financial risk. After all, what if the benefits don’t materialize? Too bad, the money’s been spent.

- **Greater financial visibility.** A cloud-based service provider can tell you how much it will cost to add a user or process another transaction. That visibility is a comfort to a CFO who must keep track of where the money is going. In most situations, IT is hard-pressed to deliver that same kind of financial transparency.

- **Healthier return on assets.** One of the advantages of cloud computing’s pay-as-you-go pricing model is that the cost is incurred in the same period that the value is delivered. For CFOs, this means that the balance sheet doesn’t carry an ever-depreciating capital asset of hardware and software that lowers the important financial metric of return on assets.

---

5. Cloud computing is a new IT outsourcing model that doesn’t yet meet the criteria of enterprise IT and isn’t supported by most of the key corporate vendors. It’s wildly popular with startups, exactly fits the way small businesses like to buy things, and has the potential to completely upend IT as we know it. Infrastructure and operations professionals can try to ignore it as it is just in its infancy, but doing so may be a mistake as cloud computing is looking like a classic disruptive technology. See the March 7, 2008, “Is Cloud Computing Ready For The Enterprise?” report.

6. Forrester’s SaaS maturity model provides an assessment of the solutions and underpins our guidance on realistic strategy transformation for those software vendors and services providers considering a SaaS business model. See the August 14, 2008, “Forrester’s SaaS Maturity Model” report.

7. The structure of the cloud computing service contract determines how easy it is to turn the service off, but in many situations the terms are month-to-month. In others, firms will want to commit to longer periods to spread out the onboarding and migration costs.

8. This “cost matching,” where cost is matched to revenue in the same financial period is one of the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) that govern how a company tracks and reports on its financial health.

9. Return on assets (ROA) is calculated as net income divided by total assets. ROA is one of the financial metrics that CFOs and investors use to determine how efficiently the company’s management is operating.
Cloud-based service providers are motivated to deliver quality service to attract and retain customers. But the very nature of service delivery means that cloud computing also raises new questions for the business sponsor, including:

How are we protected in cloud-based service contracts?
A contract with a cloud-based service provider is like that of an IT outsourcer or electric utility. The contract will have to include terms for intake and migration services, service levels, problem escalation, termination rights, and failure compensation. These are often new concepts for information and knowledge management professionals used to buying hardware, software, and labor. But your vendor sourcing and legal teams can help.

How will the monthly costs grow over time? A potential downside of cloud computing’s pay-as-you-go model is that the monthly service costs will grow as usage increases. To avoid breaking the operating budget, IT professionals will have to establish long-range planning guidelines to anticipate demand for the service and negotiate pricing to insist on volume discounts as usage scales up. The good news is that the healthy competition from cloud computing service providers like Cisco, Google, IBM, Microsoft, and a horde of smaller specialists will keep prices down over the long haul.

Do we own our data? When a service provider hosts your application, it’s natural to wonder if you own your data and if it’s safe. Be sure to specify ownership rights and demand a timely response to data requests, even if terminating the contract. Information and knowledge management professionals dealing with local laws or skittish security chiefs will have to ask for inspection rights into the service provider’s data center and information architecture to be assured that confidential information remains protected and compliant with local laws.

How much do our own IT services cost? When a cloud-based service provider can deliver the same solution as IT can, the CFO will wonder if the cloud computing alternative is cheaper. In order to make an apples-to-apples comparison between an on-premise solution and a cloud-based alternative, IT professionals will have to master the principle of activity-based costing: putting a price on a user or a transaction. Start by building cost models for IT service delivery that factor in all hardware, software, maintenance, data center operations, and staff costs.

Activity-based costing (ABC) is an approach to cost management that creates metrics that link “indirect costs” (like manufacturing plants and IT systems) directly to outcomes (like cars produced or users served). The benefit of ABC is that it gives managers a very simple way to understand what it will take to produce one more car or serve one more user. It’s also the way cloud computing providers price their services.

CIOs have been trying to pull away from their CFOs — trying to get beyond their historical relationship that was focused on cost. But increasingly, CIOs and CFOs need to work together, addressing enterprise-wide issues like process optimization and risk management and improving IT’s value realization. The steps CIOs should take fall into two categories: addressing IT’s responsibility to the finance organization and enhancing the CIO’s role as a change agent. See the August 4, 2008, “CIOs: Nurture IT’s Relationship With Your CFO” report.
Recommendations

Add Expansion Metrics To Your Business Cases

Information and knowledge management professionals are already presented with myriad opportunities to launch new applications with cloud-based service providers: Cisco for Web conferencing; Dimdim for B2B collaboration; IBM and Microsoft for email; Jive for workspaces and social networks; Socialtext for wikis; Veodia for employee-generated video; or ZoHo for shared documents.

Cloud computing both simplifies and changes the requirements of a typical business case. You can de-emphasize the long-term benefits projection required for a typical capital-intensive business case. But you will need to add “expansion metrics” to govern when and how you expand your use of a cloud computing service:

1. Establish a success metric that links return to impact, hence to more spending. To lay the groundwork for spending more as the service ramps up, you should create a financial or productivity metric that reflects the value delivered as more people use the application. You can then match this financial benefit to the cost of providing the service to make the case for expanding the project. A methodology like Forrester’s risk-adjusted return Total Economic Impact™ (TEI) model can help.12

2. Plan on small, rapid pilots with pre-planned expansion milestones. With cloud computing, you can get started with a credit card, as WebEx proved so mightily as it grew through the last recession.13 Translate that low cost of entry into enterprisewide success by plotting an expansion road map that includes milestones for measuring usage and impact, re-assessing providers, renegotiating pricing, and checking on the need for more employee training.

3. If needed, structure the contract deal so startup costs are spread out over time. Many providers will lower your cost of entry further by trading off a time commitment with a lower initial cost. For larger implementations, you can spread out the user setup and data migration costs by asking for a payment model that spreads those costs out over the first year. The pay-as-you-go pricing and low cost of entry remain, but the monthly price and time commitment increase.
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Companies Interviewed For This Document

- Cisco
- Covisint
- Dimdim
- Google
- IBM
- Jive Software
- Microsoft
- PBwiki
- Socialtext
- Thomson Reuters
- Veodia

---

12 Underlying any investment is the ever-present question of “What am I going to get for my money?” To answer this question, Forrester developed the Total Economic Impact (TEI) methodology that provides a rigorous cost and benefit analysis framework that explicitly incorporates an evaluation of future technology and business flexibility and associated risk. See the August 4, 2008, “The Total Economic Impact Methodology: A Foundation For Sound Technology Investments” report.

13 Cloud computing pioneers like WebEx (now Cisco WebEx) and Salesforce.com thrived during the last recession by lowering the cost of entry and tapping into latent demand for new IT services. In the case of WebEx, any sales manager or businessperson could launch a Web conference with a credit card.
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